Production Vocabulary
1 Tobacco
USED TO DESCRIBE THE 18 CENTURY
TH

FILL IN THE BLANKS: Read through tobacco production vocabulary terms. Use the
terms to fill in the blanks in the description of 18th century tobacco economy.

A crop
that is grown for sale
by the farmer rather
than for personal use
CASH CROP:

A large
wooden barrel for
holding tobacco
HOGSHEAD:

LABOR-INTENSIVE:

Requiring many
people working hard
to perform a task
MERCANTILISM:

An economic system

Prior to 1775, Great Britain and her colonies operated on an

economic system that we call ______________________________.
This meant that the colonies would send raw goods or commodities,
like tobacco, to Great Britain to be sold and in return, Britain would

send manufactured goods like metal and cloth products back to the
colonies. One of the most important raw goods made in the American
Colonies was tobacco.

In 1775 about 2 million people lived in the colonies. Many of these

people, especially in the South, were farmers or planters who lived on
small farms of about 200 acres. Most farmers in Virginia did not live

on large plantations. A typical farm consisted of a small house for the

relying on colonies to
provide a nation’s raw
materials and then
selling the finished
goods back to the
colonies for a profit

family to sleep in, a separate kitchen used for cooking, and since they

A medium
of exchange (currency
which includes coins
and paper bills)

___________________________ crop that would take almost a year

MONEY:

were growing tobacco, a barn for curing the tobacco and getting it ready

for sale. To earn money to buy the manufactured items they needed,
farmers would use tobacco as a ____________________________ .

Actually producing tobacco was very difficult as tobacco is a very

to produce. The farmer started the process by creating seed beds and
then planting the tobacco seeds in as early as January. The young plants

were moved to large fields and each plant was cared for as it grew;

tobacco worms would have to be removed and the plants topped as they grew. By the end of August
or early September the tobacco was harvested. The whole plant was cut down and the leaves were left
to wilt before being taken to the tobacco barn to be hung and cured for 6-8 weeks.

After the tobacco dried, farmers filled a ___________________________ with at least 1000

pounds of tobacco and took it to an official warehouse to be inspected. After passing inspection, the
farmer got a tobacco note as a receipt showing the quantity of tobacco left at the warehouse. The
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tobacco note was used like ____________________________ to buy the things they needed from
merchants. Upon receiving a farmer's tobacco note, the merchant/company the merchant was affiliated

with would then own the farmer's tobacco. Merchants shipped the tobacco to Great Britain to trade
for items to sell in their store.

PICTURE ANALYSIS: Using the vocabulary terms from the previous activity, write the

vocabulary term below the picture that best describes it.

__ __ __ __
__ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __- __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
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Economy Video
2 Tobacco
GROWING & SELLING TOBACCO IN VIRGINIA
DIRECTIONS: Watch the video 'Tobacco Economy' ( found at http://historyisfun.org/

tobacco-economy.htm ) to answer the questions and complete the activities below.

1. True or False: In 1775, most farmers in Virginia were growing tobacco on large plantations.

2. Describe a typical small/middling tobacco farm in Virginia in 1775.

3. Why did Virginia farmers grow tobacco as a cash crop?

4. Complete the following description of the 18th century tobacco growing process:

While the tobacco grew, the farmer had to make sure the plants were
adequately watered and the ______________ were picked off the
leaves. When the tobacco plants grew to about _______ feet tall they
were topped (flower buds removed), so that the leaves would grow
___________________, richer and ____________________.
5. Why do you think tobacco farmers relied on slaves to do much of the work?
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6. How did government inspectors determine if tobacco was "good"? How could this inspection
system potentially benefit all Virginia farmers?

7. How did the farmers use the tobacco notes?

8. Correctly sequence the main events in growing and selling tobacco in the space provided below.

Main Events (alphabetically listed):

1

p Buy Goods from Merchant

2

p Farmer Gets Tobacco Note

4

p Dry Tobacco

p Britain Ships Goods to Merchant
p Government Inspection
p Grow Tobacco

p Harvest Tobacco

p Merchant Ships Tobacco to Britain

Grow Tobacco

3
5
6
7
8

Which step do you think is the most important? The least? Explain your answers.
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Evaluation
4 Economic
OF TOBACCO PRICES & SLAVE LABOR
DIRECTIONS: With a partner read the following economic evaluation of the tobacco

industry. Complete the related reading questions and graphing activities together.

Tobacco AS A CASH CROP

To earn a living, planters grew some type

of cash crop that could be sold for money or

credit in order to buy needed tools, clothing, and
household goods which could not be produced

on the farm. Before the American Revolution,
tobacco was the crop most Virginians grew and

sold to British (English and Scottish) merchants.
Right before the war started, tobacco was the

single most valuable product produced in North

America, accounting for more than 25 percent
By 1775 Virginia produced

Pictured Above: A woman inspects a bunch of cured
tobacco leaves before placing them inside a hogshead.

from North America, averaging about 70,000

pounds of tobacco each year. Since the typical

1,000 pounds. By law, all of this was shipped to

pounds of tobacco, each adult worker could fill

of all exports.

almost 70 percent of all the tobacco exported
hogshead barrels per year, each weighing at least
Great Britain, although much of the crop was
later exported to Europe.

hogshead

contained

between

1,000-1,200

one hogshead barrel with the amount of tobacco
they produced.

tobacco in Virginia fluctuated between 1.5 and

Enslaved LABOR

the price of tobacco such as the care the farmer

person. In colonial times, people from the west

weather, insect damage, market fluctuations

Virginia and other colonies to work as enslaved

Leading up to the Revolution, the price of

2.5 cents per pound. Many things impacted

took with cultivation and curing, climate/

caused by overproduction or scarcity and war.
Each adult worker could produce around 1,000
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A n enslaved person is owned by another

coast of Africa were captured and shipped to

people. In Virginia these Africans lived and
worked on plantations or small farms where

ECONOMIC EVALUATION (1 of 5)

tobacco was the cash crop. Enslaved for life,
they could be bought or sold as
property.

of great hardship. Those on smaller farms

often lived in a kitchen or other
outbuilding or in crude cabins

near the farmer’s house. On

Tobacco planters usually

large tobacco plantations,

relied on enslaved people

the field slaves usually lived

to help work the fields.

in cabins grouped together

Each additional worker
could

cultivate

in the slave quarter, which

about

was farther away from the

three acres of tobacco, but

master’s house but under

workers were expensive.

the watchful eye of an

Planters had to balance
the cost of buying a
slave or hiring a servant

against the profit they
expected to gain from

overseer.

Pictured: Slaves on a large plantation. Above,
slaves in the tobacco fields with a curing barn in
the distance. Below, slaves outside their cabins.

selling their crops at the
end of the year. Small
planters

seldom

had

more than five enslaved
people and many had
only one or two.
Enslaved

people

As a general rule,

enslaved people worked

from sunrise to sunset,
usually in the tobacco
fields.

On

large

plantations, some learned
trades and worked as

blacksmiths, carpenters,
and coopers or served as

cooks and house servants.

in Virginia faced a life
READING QUESTIONS: Answer the following questions using what you learned from

the readings about 'Tobacco as a Cash Crop' and 'Enslaved Labor.'
1. What are some of the factors that could impact the price of tobacco?
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2. Complete the following calculations. Show all work in the space provided and circle your answer.
If Virginia produced 70,000 hogsheads of tobacco in one year, with each hogshead weighing 1,000
pounds, how many total pounds of tobacco were produced in the state that year?

If the price of tobacco was set at 2.5 cents per pound in the same year, what is the total profit in dollars
for the state of Virginia for the year?

3. Complete the following graphic organizer. Add arrows to the horizontal lines to indicate the
direction of the traded goods and persons between the three locations (Africa, American Colonies,
and Great Britain).
Africa

Slaves

American
Colonies

Manufactured Goods
Raw Tobacco

Great
Britain

4. What jobs did slaves do on tobacco farms?

5. How did tobacco influence the development of slavery in Virginia?

GRAHPING ACTIVITIES: Divide the work on the following pages with your partner.

One person should complete the 'Tobacco Prices Graph and Questions,' while the other
person completes the 'Imported Slaves Graph and Questions.' Compare your graphs to
complete the activity.
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Tobacco Prices GRAPH & QUESTIONS:

Use the chart data to graph the price of tobacco in each of the listed years. Place a dot at the appropriate
price for each year and then connect the dots to make a line graph. After the graph is complete, use it
to answer the questions below.
Year

T obacco
P rices in
the C olony
of V irginia

TOBACCO PRICE (CENTS PER POUND)

Tobacco Price (cents per pound)

1700

1720

1740

1755

1760

1770

1.5

2.0

2.0

0.5

3.0

2.5

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0
0
1700

1710

1720

1730

1740

1750

1760

1770

YEAR

1. What year did planters get the most money per pound of tobacco? The least?

2. Compare the graph above with your partner's Imported Slaves graph. Is there a relationship
between tobacco prices in Virginia and the number of slaves coming into Virginia? Explain.
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Imported Slaves GRAPH & QUESTIONS :

Use the chart data to graph the number of slaves imported to Virginia in each of the listed years. Put
a dot at the appropriate number of slaves for each year and then connect the dots to make a line graph.
After the graph is complete, use it to answer the questions below.
Year

1700

1720

1740

1755

1760

1770

Approximate # of Slaves Imported

1000

2000

1000

0

2000

1000

2000
NUMBER OF SLAVES IMPORTED

S laves
I mported to
the C olony
of V irginia

1500

1000

500

0
1700

1710

1720

1730

1740

1750

1760

1770

YEAR

1. When did the largest number of slaves get imported? The smallest?

2. Compare the graph above with your partner's Tobacco Prices graph. Is there a relationship
between tobacco prices in Virginia and the number of slaves coming into Virginia? Explain.
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